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ABOUT DOGS

...and why attending to animal being in cultural texts re-shapes how we think about them and their period.

THE INAUGURAL WHITE ROSE ANIMALS SEMINAR
York/Sheffield/Leeds/ 2010-2012

The Bowland Auditorium, Berrick Saul Building,
University of York
Friday 4th February from 4-6 pm

An interdisciplinary round-table discussion with Derek Attridge, Kevin Killeen, Erica Sheen and Emma Major (York); Robert McKay and Carmen Szabo (Sheffield); Chloe Brown (Sheffield Hallam) and Erica Fudge (Strathclyde). To attend or participate please contact erica.sheen@york.ac.uk.

Future White Rose Animals seminars include: About Horses (Sheffield, 2nd March, 4-6 pm: contact Robert McKay r.mckay@shef.ac.uk) and About Pigs (Leeds, 3rd May: contact Lourdes Orozco l.orozco@leeds.ac.uk).